]). If V(MG, M) is cobordant to zero as a G-vector bundle, i.e. if there exists a manifold W and a G-vector bundle E~*W with dW=M G y E\dW = v(M 0 , M) then M is G-cobordant to a manifold M' with M' G = 0.
PROPOSITION 1 ([2, p. 10]). If V(MG, M) is cobordant to zero as a G-vector bundle, i.e. if there exists a manifold W and a G-vector bundle E~*W with dW=M G y E\dW = v(M 0 , M) then M is G-cobordant to a manifold M' with M' G = 0.
PROOF. Form the manifold MXI\J/E (1) where £(1) denotes the unit disc bundle in E and 
Hence, one may view the G-cobordism class of V(MG, M) as a first obstruction to finding a cobordism M~G 0. Higher obstructions are formulated in terms of a spectral sequence. For simplicity we deal only with the unoriented case.
Let V be an orthogonal representation of G and let V n denote the n-îold direct sum of F with itself and S(V) the unit sphere in V. Consider the category of manifolds 9(F) where M is in Q(V) iff M can be imbedded in S(V n ) for some n. One can then define the cobordism groups ïfln(V) = dl n (Q(V)) of n dimensional G-manifolds in Q(V) (see [5] ). It was shown in [5] It was shown in [5] that there are only a finite number of conjugacy classes of isotropy groups occurring in g( 
In particular
The maps are as follows: Define w:
is in tf-^V). Define d: £ n ,r->A*-i,;+i by d(E-*M)=S(E); d is well defined by (i), (ii), and (iii). Define v:D nti ->E n ,i by v([M])=[v(M it
M)] where j|f< = {xGM\ level (G.) = i}; M, is a closed submanifold since M is in 8*(F). Conditions (i)-(iv) are clearly satisfied. Exactness follows from straightforward geometric arguments.
The groups E n>i may be described as follows: 
